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Summary
• November 2021: Designation as National 

Representatives for Mexico

• Elva Escobar, Universidad Nacional 

Autónoma de México

• Jorge Cortés Ramos, CONACYT-CICESE 

Unidad La Paz

• Directory of Principal Mexican Investigators on 

Antarctic Studies.

• Dissemination of SCAGI documents and 

guidelines, Report 41.

• First contact with the Mexican Representative 

of SCAR and president of the Mexican Antarctic 

Studies Agency.

• No documentation about Mexican researches

where new names or new toponymy of 

Antarctica were done. 
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Detection of presumed genes 
encoding beta-lactamases by 
sequence based screening of 
metagenomes derived from 
Antarctic microbial mats. 

• Sampling microbiotal 
mats from different 
biogeographic regions of 
maritime and continental 
Antarctica. Genes 
encoding beta-
lactamases.

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11783-019-1128-1

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11783-019-1128-1


• The bacterial diversity 
in microbial mats from 
Fildes Peninsula in 
Maritime Antarctica and 
their genetic potential 
for nitrogen acquisition 
has been explored. 



Metagenomic strategies identify 
diverse integron-integrase and 
antibiotic resistance genes in the 
Antarctic environment

• The objective of this study is to identify and analyze 
integrons and antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) in samples 
collected from diverse sites in terrestrial Antarctica. The 
metagenomic analysis allowed us to identify novel predicted 
intI integrases and gene cassettes (GCs), which mostly 
encode unknown functions.

https://doi.org/10.1002/mbo3.1219

https://doi.org/10.1002/mbo3.1219


Glacial meltwater input to 
the ocean around the 
Antarctic Peninsula: forcings
and consequences

• Review of the influence of the glacial 
freshwater input on the Antarctic 
Peninsula adjacent ocean.

• Show the role of each hydrological cycle 
processes and their contributions to the 
regional oceanography and potentially to 
climate

https://doi.org/10.1590/0001-3765202220210811

https://doi.org/10.1590/0001-3765202220210811


Future activities

• Followed in-progress Mexican research with the potential to 
produce new geographic material about the Antarctic. 

• Bring the Mexican colleagues closer to the SCAGI guidelines 
for managing and homogenizing geographic information and 
its potential use in the Gazetteer of Antarctica.

• Strengthen the communication with Mexican delegates of 
the SCAR and other colleagues working on topics related to 
Antarctica to provide support about the SCAGI guidelines for 
naming places.

• Compile most of the printed or digital material (maps, 
infographics, scientific articles, notes, technical reports) 
produced by Mexican researchers on geographic information 
of Antarctica.


